“Transforming ordinary wood projects into hand-crafted heirlooms...”

Wood Finishing Products
TM

Used by Master Craftsmen since 1888

INTRODUCTION
Thank you for choosing
H. Behlen & Bro.
as your finishing supplier.
H. Behlen & Bro.’s wood finishing products
come from a 124 year tradition of quality and
expertise. Founded in 1888 by a German-born
chemist, the firm was first to manufacture
finishing products used by European master
craftsmen for the American woodworker.
Behlen’s extensive knowledge of furniture
making and finishing has been behind the
development of every product, and has made
the Company an acknowledged leader in its
field. Today, these products are top choices of
professional and amateur craftsmen for easy,
controlled applications, and beautiful results.
H. Behlen & Bro.
Division of RPM Wood Finishes Group, Inc.
PO Box 22000
Hickory, NC 28603
Phone: 866-785-7781
Fax: 800-721-1545

Copyright 2012 by H. Behlen & Bro.
Each and every “BEHLEN” Trade-Mark and Brand
is registered in the United States Patent Office
or with the Trade-Mark Bureau.
Catalog re-order no. Z120-2044
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ORDERING INFORMATION
ORDERING INFORMATION
Payment In Advance Orders:
We accept Visa, MasterCard or American Express.
Open Credit:
Open credit is extended to accounts satisfactorily rated in Dun and
Bradstreet’s published book. If not rated, please furnish names,
addresses, telephone and fax numbers (also contact person, if
known) of three (3) firms with which you have an active, open
account. Also, furnish the name, address and telephone (contact
person if known) of your bank upon which payment will be
made. Your order will be shipped promptly upon a favorable
credit determination. On open accounts, our terms are Net 30
Days from the date of shipment. Sales tax will be added where
required unless a tax exempt certificate is on file. There will be
a charge of $30.00 for all returned checks and the account will
then be placed on prepaid terms only.
When Ordering:
Please state your customer number first. List all stock numbers,
names of products, size container and quantity. This will help to
insure prompt and accurate order processing.
New Opening Order Policy
$2,000 minimum initial opening order for new distributors.
Shipping and Handling:
Every effort is made to ship orders within three (3) business days
from the time the order is entered into our system.
ORDER VOLUME

SHIPPING AND HANDLING
CHARGES

Under $85.00

Actual Freight, $10.00 Handling
& Applicable Hazmat

85.00-699.99

Actual Freight & Applicable
Hazmat

700.00 and up

Freight Free Plus
(Actual Applicable Hazmat
Charges)

UPS Collect & Consignee Bill

$10.00 Handling Fee

FedEx Collect

$10.00 Handling Fee

All regular ground shipments, whether UPS Ground or LTL (truck)
shipments, will be covered by this freight program. Any order
that includes one (1) or more hazardous materials will incur actual
hazmat charges. All overnight and air shipments will incur
actual freight and handling charges with any and all applicable
HAZMAT charges.
U.S. orders: (866) 785-7781 Fax: (800) 721-1545
Discount Policy
3% off Distributor price for Distributors that include Behlen
products in an industrial catalog. This discount will be determined
at the beginning of the relationship and prior to the initial opening
order. Distributors need only to send an annual copy of their
catalog to continue earning this discount.
Any new Distributor that does not produce a catalog will pay the
list Distributor price and will not receive the 3% discount.
Backorder Policy:
On multiple item orders, all items in stock will be shipped. Back
ordered items will be shipped as soon as possible unless order
states “Do not backorder”.

www.HBehlen.com

Shortage:
Claims of shortage of materials or products must be reported
within 10 days from the date of shipment. Any deduction without
authorization will not be allowed and will be carried as a balance
due.
Damaged Goods:
Once received, we ask that you promplty inspect your order. Any
damages to the cartons or packaging of your order that are visible
upon receipt should be noted on the carrier’s paperwork when
signing for the delivery. All claims of visible and/or concealed
damage (within the cartons) should be reported to H. Behlen &
Bro. Customer service within 10 business days.
Return Procedures:
We make every effort to ship your orders correctly, but errors
are inevitable. All customer service issues are handled by the
Customer Service Department.
1. Please notify our Customer Service Department of any questions.
Our customer service representatives will do everything possible
to satisfy your needs.
2. In order to answer your questions and serve you better, please
have a copy of your packing slip and/or invoice when you call.
3. If a return is necessary, the Customer Service Department will
give you a Return Goods Authorization (RMA) number. This
number must be marked on the carton(s) to be returned. Any
merchandise returned without an RMA number marked on the
carton will be refused. Product being returned must be shipped
via UPS or FED EX. The warehouse cannot accept anything sent
via US Mail.
4. We must be notified of any shipping error within 10 days. We
cannot accept returned products under any circumstances after
60 days. All returns are subject to inspection.
Limited Warranty:
H. Behlen & Bro. shall not be liable for any injury, loss or damage
arising out of the use or inability to use any item sold by us. Our
only obligation in lieu of all warranties expressed or implied is to
replace any item proved to be defective. The user must determine
the suitability of the product for its intended use, and assumes all
risk in connection therewith.
Disclaimer:
To the best of our knowledge the technical data contained herein
is true and accurate on the date of publication and is subject to
change without prior notice. User must contact H. Behlen & Bro.
to verify correctness before specifying or ordering. No guarantee
of accuracy is given or implied. We assume no responsibility for
coverage, performance or injuries resulting from use. The data
on this sheet represents estimated and typical values. Since
application variables are a major factor in product performance,
this information should serve only as a general guide. We sell
the products without warranty. Users assume all responsibility
and liability for use. Loss or damage arising from the use of our
products whether used alone or in combination with our products
is the responsibility of the user. H. BEHLEN & BRO. MAKES NO
WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, AND DISCLAIMS ALL IMPLIED
WARRANTIES INCLUDING WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY
OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR USE OR FREEDOM FROM PATENT
INFRINGEMENT. H. BEHLEN & BRO. WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY
SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTALE DAMAGES. Your only
remedy for any defect in this product is the replacement of
the defective product, or a refund of its purchase price, at our
option. The information on our Product Data sheet, catalogs and
sell sheets, as well as the products referenced herein, shall be
considered “Confidential Information”. Wet samples and uncured
samples of these products shall be maintained as confidential and
shall not be disclosed to any third party without the prior written
permission of H. Behlen & Bro.

866-785-7781
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SURFACE PREPARATION/
WOOD FINISHING
Water Base Grain Filler

REMOVERS
PDE™ Paint Remover

PDE™ Paint Remover comes as a
powder. Simply mix with water to
create a remover that will effectively
dissolve up to 8 layers of old paint,
latex, casein, oil and milk. Non-toxic
fumes, no fire hazard.
B700-10005

1 lb.

CLEANERS
De-Waxer 741

Removes oil, wax, & grease
De-Waxer 741 is a specially formulated
blend of solvents that removes wax, oil
and other foreign material from raw wood
and surfaces with a cured finish. Wax
deposits which remain after the use of
paint, lacquer, and varnish removers can be completely
eliminated with the use of Behlen De-Waxer 741.
B611-07416

Quart

WOOD FILLER
Wood-Fil™

Water base wood putty
• Stays soft & pliable longer in
the package
• Dries more quickly
• Great for production work, and all wood repairs
• 3 oz. tube
B741-1000

Natural
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This combination tool is 6” in length
with a single curve profile with square
corners. It is a double edged tool that
is designed to quickly and easily apply
grain fillers. The comfortable profile allows easy use
of each edge, the flexibility allows for maximum
conformity. Use the rigid edge for heavy applications
and the flexible, thin rubber based edge for lighter
applications. It also greatly aids in the removal of excess
filler, thus reducing sanding time. This tool features low
memory and low glide.
B902-3010

Solar-Lux™ Stain

Solvent base, new formula
compatable with almost all sealers
and topcoats Pore-O-Pac™ Paste Grain
Filler is a paste wood filler that is used
for filling open grained woods. A fine
blended mixture of silica, pigments,
and a suitable vehicle, it provides a smooth, glass-like
surface for subsequent finishing coats. Pore-O-Pac™
should be used over a wash coat of sealer. The use of our
Grain Filler Scraper/Leveler is advised for even filling. A
24-hour dry time is necessary before topcoating. A ratio
of 4 parts filler to 1 part of reducer is recommended.
Quart.
B744-0416		
Natural
B744-1156
Medium Brown Walnut
B744-1256
Mahogany
B744-2006
Grain Filler Reducer

Grain Filler Spreader & Leveler

DYE STAINS

GRAIN FILLERS
Pore-O-Pac™ Grain Filler

Behlen Water Base Grain Filler has been
designed to allow the professional or
home craftsman to create a smooth,
closed grain surface on open grain
woods like oak, mahogany and cherry.
It applies easily, levels smoothly,
dries quickly (usually in 2 to 3 hours)
and sands to a finishing grit smoothness. It accepts
any Behlen waterborne or solvent base stain or
finish. Allow overnight dry time if using solvent base
stains and finishes. Behlen Water Base Grain Filler
is environmentally friendly since it is low in VOC’s,
nonflammable, and cleans up with warm water and
detergents. It is available in three grain enhancing
shades. Quart.
		
B744-0026
Brown
B744-0036
Mahogany
B744-0046
Neutral

Solar-Lux™ is a highly fade and U.V.
resistant, dye base, non-grain raising stain.
The deep penetration and colorful
transparency brings out the natural beauty
of the wood. Solar-Lux™ Stains may be
intermixed to achieve customized shades.
It dries in approximately 5 minutes and
accepts a finish coat of varnish,
polyurethane, oil or conventional lacquer. Solar-Lux™
added to Behlen lacquers produces a superior toner that
deepens colors without clouding or painting the finish.
PINT			
QUART
B503-6505	B503-6506
B503-6605	B503-6606
B503-01A45	B503-01A46
B503-07A35	B503-07A36
B503-08A75	B503-08A76
B503-09A15	B503-09A16

www.HBehlen.com

COLOR
Van Dyke Brown
Brown Maple
Jet Black
Medium Wheat
Dark Green
Lemon Yellow
866-785-7781

WOOD FINISHING
DYE STAINS
Solar-Lux™ Stain - Continued
PINT			
QUART
B503-3A105	B503-3A106
B503-3A115	B503-3A116
B503-3A125	B503-3A126
B503-3A135	B503-3A136
B503-3A285	B503-3A286
B503-4A565	B503-4A566
B503-6A205	B503-6A206
B503-6A235	B503-6A236
B503-6A265	B503-6A266
B503-6A285	B503-6A286
B503-6A305	B503-6A306
B503-6A405	B503-6A406

COLOR
Light Brown Mahogany
Medium Red Mahogany
Light Red Mahogany
Medium Brown Mahogany
Blood Red
Golden Fruitwood
Medium Brown Walnut
American Walnut
Nutmeg Brown
Hickory
Sea Blue
Cherry

Solar-Lux™ Stain Deck

Solar-Lux™ Waterborne Dye
Stain Base/Reducer

Behlen’s Solar-Lux™ Stain on oak wood.
Each chip is labeled with the product
number and color name.
B900-1004

Solar-Lux™ Waterborne Dye Stains may also
be added into Behlen Solar-Lux™
Waterborne Dye Stain Base/Reducer to
reduce the color intensity of the stock colors or to create
toners and shading stains.

Solar-Lux™ Stain Deck

Solar-Lux™ Reducer

Use Solar-Lux™ Stain Reducer to reduce the
intensity of the color.
B503-00016

B620-00015

Wood Stain 15 Minute

This retarder may be added to Solar-Lux™
Stains when a slower drying time is needed.
It also helps to prevent lap marks when
applying the stain by brushing or wiping.
Pint

Solar-Lux™ Waterborne Dye Stain

Behlen’s Solar-Lux™ Waterborne Dye Stains
represent one of our most environmentally
friendly, low emitting VOC technologies.
They are water reducible, transparent stains
that will create clean, natural, vibrant colors
for cabinet, millwork, furniture or other fine
interior wooden surfaces. These versatile stains may be
spray, brush, or wipe applied. They are fast drying and
offer good color retention with minimal grain raise. They
can be sealed or topcoated in as little as 30-45 minutes.
Solar-Lux™ Waterborne Dye Stains are available in 12
stock wood-tone colors, which may be blended to create
custom colors. Like other waterborne products, they
feature low odor, which is an important characteristic for
all shops, especially small shops. They can be used under
solvent based coatings as long as proper dry times are
observed. Pint.
www.HBehlen.com

Pint

PIGMENT STAINS

Quart

Solar-Lux™ Retarder

B503-00025

Solar-Lux™ Waterborne Dye Stain - Continued
• Ultra low VOC
• Suitable for LEED projects
• Blends easily when applied
• Low odor, water clean up
B620-2095
Extra Dark Walnut
B620-2295
Brown Mahogany
B620-2365
Brown Maple
B620-2495
Perfect Brown
B620-2735
Modern Mahogany
B620-3375
Golden Oak
B620-4155
Light Golden Oak
B620-4765
Burnt Sienna
B620-4775
Raw Sienna
B620-02055
Medium Walnut
B620-14355
Burnt Umber
B620-14785
Van Dyke Brown

This semi-transparent pigment based,
wiping stain is non-grain raising and fade
resistant. It can be applied by brush, spray,
or cloth. Behlen Wood Stain is easy to
control because lapping is simply not a
problem. When this stain is used over dye stains, the
combination produces a striking finish of deep-layered
color with a beautifully enhanced grain pattern. This
stain will never bleed through the finish. It can be
topcoated with lacquer, shellac, varnish, polyurethane,
acrylic, etc. Quart.
B545-08046
B545-08076
B545-08086
B545-08096
B545-08156
B545-08226
B545-08316
B545-08326
B545-08506
B545-08536
B545-08586
B545-08736

866-785-7781

White
Brown Walnut
Light Brown Walnut
Dark American Walnut
Golden Oak
Medium Oak
Dark Mahogany
Brown Mahogany
Extra Dark Walnut
Medium Brown Walnut
Cherry
Red Mahogany
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WOOD FINISHING
PIGMENT STAINS
Wood Stain 15 Minute Stain Deck

Behlen’s Wood Stain 15 Minute on oak
wood. Each chip is labeled with the
product number and color name.
B900-1005
		

Wood Stain 15 Minute
Stain Deck

Pre-Stain Clear Wood Stain Base
Apply to bare wood prior to staining to
eliminate color unevenness or "blotchy"
spots in soft, porous woods. Apply, wipe
off excess and stain in just minutes. Add
Master Colors to create custom 15 Minute
Wood Stains.
B545-8006

B555-0007

∞

Gallon

Dry Powdered Aniline Stain

Behlen’s Solar-Lux™ Waterborne Wiping
Stains are environmentally friendly,
featuring an ultra low VOC solvent system.
These water-reducible, pigmented stains
add vivid color while accenting the grain
pattern to enhance the natural beauty
of the wood. They are perfect for staining cabinets,
millwork, furniture, and other fine interior wooden
surfaces. The pigments offer excellent color retention.
Solar-Lux™ Waterborne Wiping Stains have good open
time for workability, similar to solvent stains. After
the open time has passed, they are fast drying with
minimal grain raise. These stains can be topcoated with
any Behlen coating in as little as 30-45 minutes in most
environments. They are available in 12 stock colors and
may be mixed together to achieve custom colors. The
low-odor formula is good for all shops and is especially
ideal for smaller shops. Pint.
• Ultra Low VOC
• Suitable for LEED® credits: EQ Credit 4.2 Low Emitting
Materials - Paints & Coatings
• Low Odor, water cleanup
• Interior use only
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Quart		

∞ Discontinued, available while supplies last

Quart

Natural		
Fiddletone Cherry
Medium Brown Walnut
Extra Dark Walnut
Light Red Mahogany
Dark Red Mahogany
Nutmeg
Burnt Sienna
Raw Umber
Burnt Umber
Van Dyke Brown
Dark Fruitwood

Enables the professional and first time
finisher to achieve a pickled (whitewashed)
look without the need of exotic tools and
techniques. White Pickling Stain is especially
formulated to be applied with a rag. Allow
at least 24 hours to dry. Once dry, it can
be topcoated with any conventional finish. Water Base
Finishes, due to their clarity, are best for maintaining
whiteness of Pickling Stain. Some stain movement may
occur if topcoat is brushed on.
B555-0006

Solar-Lux™ Waterborne Wiping Stain

B645-0025
B645-1605
B645-2075
B645-2095
B645-2185
B645-2275
B645-4115
B645-4765
B645-01435
B645-14355
B645-14785
B645-D4045

SPECIALTY STAINS
White Pickling Stain

Water/Alcohol soluble
Dissolving these dyes in water will achieve
deep penetration resulting in the best
light fastness of any of the anilines. The
beauty of the wood grain will show clearly
without the "muddy" look sometimes left due to the
overuse of pigments. Add warm water to powder to get
the desired color. Colors may need 25% Bekhol to achieve
color. When dissolved in Bekhol, these dyes are often
used as touch-up and repair stains as well as primary
wood stains. Bekhol enables rapid drying and will not
significantly raise the grain of the wood. When used as a
tinting medium, this stain should be dissolved in Behkol
Solvent. Some colors may need 25% water to achieve
color. 2 oz.
B366-0012
B366-0022
B366-0032
B366-0042
B366-0072
B366-0092
B366-0192
B366-0222

Jet Black
Sea Blue
Cherry		
Red
Dark Mahogany
Golden Oak
Lemon Yellow
American Walnut

STAINS & GLAZES
Wiping Stain Aerosol

Essentially the same as our Wood Stain in
quarts, Wood Stain Aerosols are pigment
wiping stains that create beautiful,
grain-enhancing, fade-resistant wood tones.
They can be used as stand-alone stains or
in conjunction with Solar-Lux™ Stains and/
or glazes to create professional finishes with
rich depth of color. But, with Wood Stain
Aerosol, spills are out of the question. No
stain dribbles down the side of the container while
stirring, because stirring is just a matter of shaking
www.HBehlen.com

866-785-7781

WOOD FINISHING
Heavy Bodied Glazing Stain Base

STAINS & GLAZES
Wiping Stain Aerosol - Continued
the can. Apply by spraying the stain to the surface of
the wood and using a brush or a cloth to spread the
color. Cleanup is accomplished by inverting the can and
depressing the nozzle for about 5 seconds. These stains
look great when highlighted with Behlen Aerosol Glazes.
Net Wt. 13 fl. oz.
B115-0831
B115-0853
B115-0858
B115-0873

Dark Mahogany
Medium Brown Walnut
Cherry
Red Mahogany

B504-0006

These aerosol glazes can be used to create
the same toning and highlighting effects as
the Shading & Glazing Stain in quarts. They
are made from the same topcoat friendly
resins and the same fade resistant pigments,
but they provide the convenience and ease of
an aerosol. There is no way to spill an aerosol.
No stir stick is needed - just shake the can.
Apply by simply aiming the can and pushing
the button. Use a cloth or a brush to strike
out the color, just as with any other glaze. Spray the
can while inverted to clear the nozzle and your cleanup
is done. These glazes are great for anything from a
production line to that special project. Net Wt. 13 oz.
White
Deep Mahogany
Burnt Umber
Van Dyke Brown

Shading & Glazing Stain

H. Behlen Shading & Glazing Stain has
a specialized formula of highly
concentrated colorants and topcoat
friendly resins (to ensure good adhesion
between the sealing and finishing coats)
in a medium viscosity base. This formula
allows the craftsman to create unique toning and
highlighting effects over almost any sealed surface.
Shading & Glazing Stain may be intermixed and/or
Behlen Master Colors may be added to create custom
colors. Shading & Glazing Stain is compatible with almost
any type of lacquer, varnish, or urethane finish. Quart.
B514-8176
B514-8186
B514-8266
B514-8476
B514-8486
B514-8786

Raw Umber		
Burnt Umber
Black
Burnt Sienna
Raw Sienna
Van Dyke Brown

www.HBehlen.com

Quart

Solar-Lux™ Waterborne Glaze

Shading & Glazing Stain Aerosol

B114-0202
B114-0384
B114-1435
B114-1478

Heavy Bodied Glazing Stain is specially
formulated for creating faux, marbleized,
or multicolored customized finishes due to
its high viscosity, extended workability, and
easy application. Virtually any color can be
made by mixing in Behlen Master Colors.
This glaze is formulated for use after the wood has been
sealed--use on bare wood may cause unwanted results.

The Solar-Lux™ Waterborne Glazes
contribute to the depth and richness of a
finish. They can be used for highlighting,
antiquing, shading, and adding accent
colors to profiles. They may be brushed
or wiped on. They are designed to be
applied between sealers and topcoats of
both solvent based and waterborne coatings. Solar-Lux™
Waterborne Glazes are excellent for use with Behlen
Qualalacq™ Sealer and Lacquer and with Behlen sealer
and lacquer aerosols. They are also recommended for
use with waterborne sealers and lacquers. They are not
designed for use with oil based varnishes. The SolarLux™ Waterborne Glazes are suitable for furniture,
cabinet, millwork, and other fine interior wood projects.
They are available in 2 colors. The colors may be
intermixed to create custom colors. Pint.
• Ultra low VOC
• Blends easily when applied
• Low odor, water clean up
• Contains no formaldehyde, phthalates or lead
• 2 popular colors, colors intermixable
• Brush or wipe applied
• Suitable for LEED® credits: EQ Credit 4.2 Low Emitting
Materials – Paints & Coatings
B604-14355
B604-14785

Burnt Umber
Van Dyke Brown

MISCELLANEOUS
Badger 4004 (Glaze Brush)

The 4004 Series is the ultimate
glazing brush. It is a
hand-assembled badger with
natural hair, which is cup chiseled,
and flag bristled. The bristles are secured in a double
epoxy setting (for less chance of hair loss) and are
attached to the natural finished thin wooden handle (for
better balance when flowing on finish) by a durable brass
ferrule.
B901-40043
B901-40045

866-785-7781

2" Bristle Width
3" Bristle Width
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WOOD FINISHING
Top Coat Lacquer

MISCELLANEOUS
Behlen Shop Apron

Behlen Top Coat Lacquer is an alcohol and
water resistant, high solids nitrocellulose
lacquer. Top Coat Lacquer performs like a
spray gun applied finish. Use when applying
a new finish or on spot repairs when rubbing
will be necessary. Compatible with Behlen
solvent base stains and other Behlen aerosol
lacquers. Net Wt. 13 oz.

Imprinted with H. Behlen Master logo.
Neck band and tie strings. Pencil and
standard pockets. Natural colored cotton
duck material. Size - 28" X 36".
B959-0001

Finisher’s Colorwheel™

The Finisher's Colorwheel™ has been
created to help the novice and
professional woodworker to better
understand how typical woodworking
tints such as Burnt Umber, Raw Sienna,
Van Dyke Brown etc. can be intermixed to create specific
colors. It helps take the guesswork out of mixing.
B997-0105

COLORANTS
Master Color

Master Color is a high viscosity, finely
ground pigment concentrate, free of fillers
and extenders. Master Color allows you to
change the hue without altering the clarity
or drying characteristics of solvent based
stains and glazes. Pint.
B500-0035
B500-0055
B500-0065
B500-0075
B500-0085

Van Dyke Brown B500-0095
Red
B500-0105
Burnt Sienna	B500-0115
∞ Raw Sienna 	B500-0125
Burnt Umber

Raw Umber
Yellow
White
Black

Smooth Coat Aerosol Lacquer contains waxes
that provide dazzling results for all types of
fine furniture and interior woodwork. This
unique lacquer delivers a very soft look and
feel that will “wow” you and is formulated
to give a hand rubbed effect right out of the
spray can. The slightly amber appearance of
Smooth Coat Lacquer also adds to the patina
of the wood. Smooth Coat Lacquer offers
quick dry and quick build along with exceptional flow
and leveling. Smooth Coat Lacquer looks great over
stained wood or as a beautiful natural finish. Formerly
called Buffcote. Net Wt. 13 oz.
• Conventional VOC formulation
• 15.1% solids by volume for faster build, comparable to
a spray gun
• Perfect for interior furniture, antiques or architectural
woodwork
B103-030
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Gloss
Satin
Sealer

Lacquer for Brass

Will keep your brass and brass-plated metal
surfaces brilliant.
• Keeps metal bright and new looking
• Easy to apply
• Protects
Lacquer for Brass is a water clear,
non-yellowing and durable coating.
Adhesion to metal surfaces is excellent.
Net Wt. 13 oz.
B103-0500

∞ Discontinued, available while supplies last

AEROSOLS
Smooth Coat Lacquer

B103-012
B103-014
B103-015

SPRAY GUN APPLIED
LACQUERS/SEALERS
Qualalacq™ Lacquer

This is our top of the line clear lacquer.
It is highly resistant to the strongest of
alcohols, water, moderate heat, and
abrasion impact. It is highly scratch
resistant after a week's cure time.
Nitrocellulose based, this lacquer forms
a hard film designed to take punishment
that would normally ruin other lacquers. It may be used
on tabletops, and other such applications that require a
tough finish. Qualalacq™ Sanding Sealer and Qualalacq™
Thinner are recommended to be used in conjunction with
this product.
QUART			
GALLON
B611-100E6	B611-100E7
B611-07556	B611-07557

SHEEN
Gloss
Satin

Satin
www.HBehlen.com

866-785-7781

WOOD FINISHING
SPRAY GUN APPLIED
LACQUERS/SEALERS
Qualalacq™ Sanding Sealer

This product produces a smooth, hard,
clear, seal coat as a foundation for lacquer
topcoats. It's light in color and high in
solids. It boasts maximum adhesion,
superior hold-out, and exceptional flowout properties. It dries within forty-five
minutes. It may be used under any Behlen
lacquer topcoat except the acrylics and shellacs. Use
Qualalacq™ Thinner for reduction.
B611-02006
B611-02007

Quart
Gallon

Qualalacq™ Lacquer Reducer
A special blend of solvents formulated for
use in nitrocellulose lacquers. Use with
Qualalacq™ Sanding Sealer, and Qualalacq™
Lacquers. Promotes flow of lacquers.
B611-06316
B611-06317

Quart
Gallon

LACQUER ADDITIVES
Qualalacq™ Lacquer Retarder

Prevents Blushing
A balanced blend of special solvents that is
added to lacquer to help prevent blushing,
which results from moisture retention by
the lacquer. When relative humidity is 50%
or higher, Retarder should be added. Any
amount added, should be deducted from the
thinner ratio.
B610-01336

Quart

Flattener

Reduces The Sheen Of A Finish
This transparent liquid flatting agent
additive reduces the sheen of lacquer
finishes. One gallon of gloss finish requires
16 ounces of Flattener to convert it to a flat
finish. A satin finish requires only 8 ounces.
B610-01006

Fisheye Flow Out

Eliminates Fisheyes
This special additive is used to assist in the
prevention of fisheyes (craters formed in the
lacquer film) due to the presence of silicone
contamination. It’s packaged in a handy
dropper bottle. Just add a few drops to lacquer
and fisheyes are eliminated. Do not over add.
B617-0001

1 oz.

WATERBORNE LACQUER
Waterborne Urethane Finish

Behlen Waterborne Urethane Finish is a
superior wood coating formulated for
versatile application, clarity, and durability.
Most finishes have strict limits regarding how
they may be applied. This finish can be
wiped on with a soft cloth, brushed on with a synthetic
bristle brush or a foam brush, or spray applied with a
gun or an airbrush. You choose. The finish dries to a
crystal clear coating that allows the beauty of the wood
to shine through. You’ll be proud of your work! Plus,
this beautiful finish will work hard to protect the wood.
Urethane is known for its toughness and durability.
But we didn’t leave it at that. We have enhanced the
formula to make it even more resistant to wear and
abrasion. Your work will look great for many years.
Expect to pass it down for generations.
• Low odor
• Versatile application
• Very tough finish
• Resists cold checking (very helpful for musical
instrument usage)
• Sands well
• Quick dry
• Water cleanup
• Suitable for LEED projects Low VOC
QUART		
GALLON
B640-29806	B640-29807
B640-29406	B640-29407

SHEEN
Gloss
Satin

Quart

www.HBehlen.com
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WOOD FINISHING
STRINGED INSTRUMENT FINISHES
Stringed Instrument Lacquer

Stringed Instrument Lacquer is a high
quality nitrocellulose lacquer specifically
designed for wooden stringed instruments.
Stringed Instrument Lacquer allows for
the special expansion and contraction that
can occur due to the unique construction
of stringed instruments. NOTE: Stringed
Instrument Lacquer must be applied over Behlen Vinyl
Sealer in order to assure its unique film building and
special finish characteristics. See Vinyl Sealer below.
B611-1406
Quart
B611-1407 ∞ Gallon
∞ Discontinued, available while supplies last

Vinyl Sealer

Vinyl Sealer develops an excellent moisture
barrier for the wood substrate, while
providing a good base for all Behlen lacquer
finishes. Vinyl Sealer is offered in a ready
to use formulation that needs no further
reduction or a catalyst. NOTE: Vinyl Sealer
may be applied over raw wood or filled and stained
substrates.
B611-1706

Quart

Stringed Instrument Lacquer
Aerosol

Stringed Instrument Lacquer in an aerosol.
Just as our Stringed instrument Lacquer in
quarts and gallons, this aerosol is formulated
specifically as a high quality finish for thin,
flexible tone-woods such as those used on
stringed instruments, made to withstand
the expansion and contraction that is
characteristic of the unique construction of stringed
instruments. Vinyl Sealer is also flexible by nature.
Therefore, it is the only sealer that should be used
under Stringed Instrument Lacquer. This combination
yields great sound and empowers luthiers to finish their
handiwork with confidence. Net Wt. 13 oz.
B104-1406

See the Guitar Finishing DVD on Page 19.

Vinyl Sealer Aerosol

Vinyl Sealer Aerosol is a flexible, high solids,
moisture resistant, clear sealer with good
atomization that lays a perfect foundation
for Stringed Instrument Lacquer. But that’s
not all. It’s also a great sealer for any Behlen
topcoat whether being used for spot repairs
or complete finishing. Used in conjunction
with pre-catalyzed lacquer aerosols, the
combination creates a moisture resistant
finish suitable for spot repairs on kitchen
cabinets. Net Wt. 13 oz.
B102-8000

Guitar Toner Aerosol

Guitar Toner Aerosols are used to add
controllable, even color to the guitar.
Made from fade resistant dyes, they apply
transparent color so the beauty of the wood
shows through, yet they are strong enough
that several coats will create the dark
sunburst effect that is so popular on guitars.
Starcast Amber applies the basic light tone
colors of the guitar. Encore Brown is used
to tone the body sides of acoustic guitars, which are
typically darker than the soundboard. The Encore Brown
is also used to create a sunburst effect around the
edge of the body of a guitar, whether acoustic or solid
bodied. Often Encore Brown is used at the edge and then
Starcast Amber is sprayed over the Encore Brown, but in
a wider pattern, to create a two-toned starburst. Sound
complicated? Check out our Guitar Finishing DVD to see
how easy it is. Typically, Vinyl Sealer is applied before
the Guitar Toners and Stringed Instrument Lacquer is
applied after the Guitar Toners to create a professional
finish. With just a little practice, a first time luthier can
apply a professional looking finish. Net Wt. 13 oz.
B104-1201
B104-1202

Violin Varnish

Spirit (alcohol) based
A balanced blend of pure Super Blonde Orange
shellac flakes, gum mastic, and gum sandarac.
Produces a tough, hard, elastic, water
resistant film. Highly recommended for musical
instruments. Superior to any imported spirit
varnish. Use Behkol Solvent for thinning and
cleanup.
B603-09055
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Encore Brown		
Starcast Amber
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WOOD FINISHING
STRINGED INSTRUMENT FINISHES
Fingerboard Oil

SOLVENTS
Naphtha

Fingerboard Oil is ideal for preserving the feel
and appearance of woods such as rosewood,
ebony and similar woods used on stringed
instrument fingerboards. Penetrates unfinished
wood and dries hard. Does not become
tacky when exposed to heat. As the original
application wears, it can easily be repaired
with additional applications of the oil.

Solvent & Thinner
Naphtha may be used for varnishes, paints,
enamels and general cleanup of these
finishes. Do not use in lacquers.

B710-0001

Proprietary solvent
This unique blend of alcohols can be used
to reduce varnishes, French polishes, spirit
stains, and removers. It may be used to
dissolve aniline dyes. It is excellent for
reducing shellac and cutting shellac flakes
as well as cleaning fine bristle brushes after using
with shellac based products. It can even be used to
clean glass and other non-lacquered surfaces such as
laminates.

B650-0056

Quart

Behkol

4 oz.

VARNISHES
Polyurethane Finish

Recommended wherever a clear, hard,
abrasion, and chemical resistant finish is
needed. Developed for brush application.
Dries in 2-4 hours, recoat after 4-6 hours.
Apply to new wood and well sanded
refinishing surfaces. Recommended for interior use only.
B603-27346

B650-2816

Spar Restoration Varnish

SPECIALTY FINISHES
Salad Bowl Finish - Clear

∞ Quart Satin
∞ Discontinued, available while supplies last

Interior and exterior use
Made from a clear drying resin, this natural
oil spar varnish is suitable for interior and
exterior use. It is tough, durable, elastic,
waterproof, and able to withstand the
wear and abrasion of light foot traffic. It is not affected
by salt water. Sets dust free in 1 to 2 hours--dry in 4
hours. Contains natural UV inhibitors.
B603-22756
Quart
		

Rockhard™ Table Top
Urethane Varnish

NEW

Rockhard™ Table Top Urethane Varnish is
the coating you need when you want a hard
finish that will deliver maximum resistance
to water, alcohol, food stains, chemicals, detergents,
and other damaging liquids. This abrasion resistant
finish is ideal for using on table tops as its name boldly
proclaims. Its toughness also makes it suitable for a
multitude of other uses like wooden chairs, benches,
desks, dressers, chests of doors, vanities, bookcases,
and so many more. Plus, it has a low VOC formula that is
compliant in most districts. Sets free of dust in 4 hours.
Use mineral spirits or paint thinner for clean-up. Quart.

Quart

Behlen Salad Bowl Finish has been specially
formulated to allow for the following
statement. "This product contains FDA
regulated ingredients complying with 21
CFR 175.300." and therefore achieves a
non-toxic, safe for food contact (in its
cured state) finish. Behlen Salad Bowl Finish has the
application ease of an oil finish (just use a clean white
cloth) and the film building and sheen producing (up to
a satin) qualities of a varnish. Wooden bowls, wooden
utensils, butcher blocks (not intended for cutting boards
or cutting blocks) and recreational related objects
(games, puzzles, pull toys) when finished with Salad Bowl
Finish may be used in contact with foods. To insure that
materials coated with Salad Bowl Finish may be used in
contact with food, one must follow label directions.
B603-00014
B603-00015
B603-00016

8 oz.
Pint
Quart

B603-28806
Gloss
B603-28406	Satin

www.HBehlen.com
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WOOD FINISHING
SPECIALTY FINISHES

OIL FINISHES

Crackle Lacquer Clear

Teak Oil

Ready to spray
Behlen Crackle Lacquer allows for the
quick creation of a cracked, crazed, or
antique looking finish, accomplished by
spraying a wet coat of Crackle Lacquer
over a dried nitrocellulose base coat.
Crackle Lacquer is offered in a ready to spray clear
consistency, which can be colored with Behlen Master
Colors to create dynamic results.

The recommended oil finish for Teakwood,
Monkeypod, Zebrawood, Rosewood and
other similar oily type woods. Teak Oil
penetrates the wood and dries hard unlike
linseed oil and most other oil finishes
which become tacky when exposed to
heat.

B611-1256

Tung Oil

Quart

B611-1257

Gallon

Master Gel Finish
®

• Unique gel form, easy-to-apply
• No mess, no brush marks
Imparts a lustrous urethane finish to wood,
protecting it against water and alcohol staining.
Master-Gel® Finish can be applied with a
lint free cloth. Allow to dry 4 hours prior to
recoating. Dries overnight.
B550-30013 12 oz.

B550-30016

Quart

Woodturner’s Finish

Furniture Refinisher

The modern “French Polish"
Qualasole™ is an invaluable product in the
cabinet finishing department. No oil is
required when french polishing, padding,
touching up, or renovating. Qualasole™ is
applied with a pad in the same manner as
french polishing either to raw wood or over
any cured shellac, varnish, lacquer, paint
or enamel finish. A superior and more durable effect
is obtained in one tenth the time as compared to the
old method. Qualasole™ affects speedy, permanent,
new finishes or renovations which do not show press
marks after handling or transportation. It produces a
beautiful appearance that improves with age. Qualasole™
accentuates the grain and natural markings in wood.
B611-00015
B611-00016
B611-00017
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Pint
Quart
Gallon

REJUVENATORS

Pint

Qualasole™

Quart

Pure, unmodified, unadulterated
Also, known as China Wood Oil and Nut Oil.
The most water, caustic acid, heat, and
mildew resistant of all the oil finishes and
the most durable. Apply only to new or
prepared wood. Tung Oil is also used to
manufacture many different types of varnish. Due to
Tung Oil's pure, unmodified, unadulterated concentrated
formula, a ratio of four parts of B603-28516 Rockhard
Table Top Varnish Reducer (or Mineral Spirits) to one part
Tung Oil is suggested. Apply with a clean cloth.
B740-00035
B740-00036
B740-00037

Specially formulated for “on lathe” application
Behlen Woodturner's Finish ends the problem
of finishing a round wooden surface. No more
finishing runs, or unfinished or under finished
surfaces. Behlen Woodturner's Finish is a ready
to use, fast drying, padding finish, especially
formulated to finish round wooden objects:
spindles, lamp bases, pool cues, pens, etc.
B611-08885

B700-1416

• Dissolves Lacquer - Shellacs -Varnish
• Economical		
• No Mess
• No stripping		
• Easy to use
Behlen Furniture Refinisher will easily
remove shellac, varnish or lacquered
finishes. It quickly melts through the old finish without
stripping the wood of its natural oils and patina. It can
be used for restoring a worn finish or just to renew a
favorite piece. It works well on furniture, cabinets,
woodwork, etc. It makes an excellent afterwash for
furniture that has been stripped using conventional
furniture strippers. Furniture Refinisher leaves the wood
rich and warm, and free of residues that can cause a
white haze, as do many other refinishers. Never use this
product around an open flame.
B740-1336

Quart

Pint
Quart
Gallon
www.HBehlen.com
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WOOD FINISHING
Rubbing Compound

REJUVENATORS
Qualarenu™

Amalgamator
A modern method of renovating an old cracked,
or alligatored finish. Works equally well on old
varnish, lacquer, or shellac finishes. May be
brushed, sprayed, or padded on the old surface.
Eliminates the need for restaining and refilling
with paste wood fillers. Made ready for use on
most surfaces. At times it may be necessary to
add Behkol to assist in the amalgamation. Will not work
on polyurethane, epoxy or polyester finishes. Will not
eliminate veneer checks or damage to the wood.
B611-00055

Pint		

RUBBING MEDIUMS
Pumice Stone

Used as an abrasive and in abrasive
compounds for rubbing down wood finishes.
When used for rubbing down finishes in its
dry state, add water or rubbing oil as
lubricant for final finish rubbing. 1 lb.
B720-1402
B720-1404

2F grade (coarse)
4F grade (finest)

Rottenstone

One of the finest substances used in wood
finishing. Primarily used to polish a lacquered
or varnished surface after a coarse rubbing
with Pumice Stone.
B720-15006

1 lb.

Paraffin Oil

A mineral oil used as a lubricant for
rubbing with pumice or rottenstone.
Saves both time and effort in the rubbing.
Formulated with fine cutting oils.
B740-28645
B740-28646

Pint
Quart

A semi-paste, abrasive compound for
rubbing down the final coat of lacquer,
shellac, or varnish. Removes minor
surface imperfections and overspray on
spot repairs. Creates a high gloss sheen.
B730-01115

Pint

Deluxing Compound

A combination of waxes and buffing
materials that produce a smooth, hard,
mirror-like gloss finish. Recommended for
use on lacquer, varnish, acrylic, or enamel
finishes. Can be used on any shade of
furniture including white. An excellent
product for use on spot repairs. Will not harm the finest
of finishes. Achieves a smooth porcelain like finish on
appliances and automobile finishes as well. Contains no
silicones.
B730-1205

Pint

Buffer’s Polish

An extremely fine buffing agent, which can be
applied by hand or with a mechanical buffer
on most any cured finish. Buffer's Polish is
offered in the original (#5) grade, which can
be used to restore or create a professional
hand rubbed, high gloss sheen by removing
minor imperfections in the finish. Achieves a
high gloss "wet" shine.
B730-2005

Pint

Wool-Lube

Wool-Lube is a specially formulated lubricant
for preparing furniture before waxing and
polishing. Superior for removing pack marks,
soiling, or fingerprints. Furniture rubbed with
Wool-Lube can be recoated with lacquer
with good adhesion. It is water soluble, nonsilicone and offers a fast clean up. Use with
water and apply with a 0000 steel wool, nylon
pad, or sandpaper.
B730-1365

Pint

Finish-Rub

A fine rubbing agent used to restore a
dull, worn, or scratched cured finish.
Contains no harsh chemicals, silicones
or waxes. Highly recommended when
creating or restoring a satin sheen finish.
B730-01165

			

Pint

www.HBehlen.com
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WOOD CARE & REPAIR
POLISHES

HARD FILLERS

OZ® Cream Polish
New and Improved!
OZ® Polish now offers
• Antistatic agent for less dusting
• Lower VOC
• Ultraviolet light absorber to
protect the color of the wood
• Lemon scent for a fresh, clean fragrance
Extended evaporation rate meaning larger pieces can
be polished with greater ease The “all in one” furniture
cream polish. The easiest one step operation in the
business. Does more, goes further. Cleans, polishes, and
protects in one operation. May be used on any smooth
surface furniture, marble, tile, refrigerators, cabinets,
chrome, fixtures - you name it! Non-flammable,
nonabrasive, greaseless, quick drying and contains no
silicones.
B800-12415
B800-12416
B800-12417

Pint
Quart
Gallon

Scratch-Off Furniture Polish contains special
oils and colorants to help hide minor
scratches in dark shades of furniture. Wipe it
on - wipe it off and the furniture looks new.
Aerosol - Net Wt. 13 oz.
Aerosol - Dark Brown
Aerosol - Natural
Aerosol - Mahogany

Blue Label™ Paste Wax

With carnauba wax for furniture & floors
The blend of fine waxes and pure gum
spirits turpentine in Blue Label™ Paste Wax
establishes and restores a luster to all wood
surfaces, and at the same time, provides a
protective finish. Easy to apply and buff, Blue Label™'s
carnauba wax blend eliminates scratches and gives a
high sheen when buffed with hand or machine. 1 lb.
B800-12435

Natural

B743-1530
B743-1550
B743-1580

Oak/Light Walnut
Cherry
Natural Maple

SOFT FILLERS
Fill Sticks

A rub-on putty and wax stick that fixes and
eliminates scars, scratches, gouges, and
abrasions on furniture, picture frames,
leather, plastics and paneling. Accepts
any type of top coat. Shipped in a hanging
blister card.

Scratch-Off Furniture Polish

B103-267
B103-0320
B103-0381

Epoxy Putty Stick

Contains resin and hardener in
an easy to mix tube form. Slice
off a piece of the Epoxy Putty Stick; knead it and apply
to the surface. Much of the shaping of the repair can
be accomplished during the working time (3-6 minutes)
to facilitate faster repairs. After 20 minutes the repair
is cured and ready to be sanded, drilled, stained, and
finished. These Epoxy Putty sticks work well for many
projects. They create great base colors for repairs on
stained and unstained finishes. 1 oz. stick.

B230-003B	
B230-004B	
B230-006B	
B230-007B	
B230-008B	
B230-009B	
B230-010B	
B230-011B	
B230-012B	
B230-015B	
B230-017B	
B230-873B	

Light Walnut
Extra Dark Walnut
Cherry
White
Black
Maple
Dark/American Walnut
Medium Brown Walnut/ Light Mahogany
Medium Mahogany
Golden Oak
Light Mahogany
Red Mahogany

Leveler Card

Leveler Card can be used with
Quick Fill® Burn-In Sticks
to level burn in or to scrape
excess burn in. Also levels fill sticks.
B898-0002
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WOOD CARE & REPAIR
Burn-In Sticks

BURN IN ITEMS
Quick Fill Burn-In Sticks
®

Quick Fill® is an innovative
Burn-In Stick that makes
filling defects quick and
easy. Designed to fill nicks,
dents, and scratches, it’s the perfect filler for cabinetry,
vinyl wrapped products and photo processed laminates.
Quick Fill® is applied using the Micro Therm™ Flameless
Heat Gun, B900-3215, rubbing them into the damage and
leveled without the use of burn-in knives or sandpaper.
Simply scrape away excess with a leveler card.
• Low sheen
• Quick and simple application
• Perfect for production workers, field service
technicians and cabinet installers
B320-0001
B320-0002
B320-0003
B320-0004
B320-0005
B320-0006
B320-0007
B320-0008
B320-0009
B320-0010
B320-0011
B320-0012
B320-1200

Light Red Mahogany
Deep Mahogany
True Brown
Extra Dark Walnut
Cherry
Red Brown Mahogany
Light Golden Oak
Nutmeg
Heartwood Cherry
Cinnamon Sugar
Black
White
12 Pack Assortment

B900-3215

B320-001
Dark Mahogany
B320-003
Light Brown Walnut
B320-004
Extra Dark Walnut
B320-005
Fruitwood
B320-006
Cherry
B320-007
White
B320-008
Black
B320-009
Maple
B320-010
Dark Amber
B320-011
Amber
B320-012
Clear
B320-013
Dark American Walnut
B320-015
Medium Mahogany
B320-018
Dark Cherry
B320-815
Golden Oak
B320-818
Burnt Umber
B320-853
Medium Brown Walnut
B320-873
Red Mahogany
B320-301 - Assortment - 7” length

Amber, Dark Amber, Black, Clear, Burnt Umber, White

Micro Therm™ Flameless Heat Gun
The Micro Therm™ Flameless Heat Gun is a
hand held self-igniting flameless heat gun
and is powered by a refillable fuel cell.
The Micro Therm™ is the perfect heat
source for the Quick Fill® Burn-In Stick.
• Hand held, automatic electronic ignition
• Patented safety lock
• Produces 1300ºF flameless heat
• Refillable fuel cell-disposable butane lighter
• Compact ergonomic design
• Butane not included

Manufactured from the finest
colorants and resins. Distinctly
superior in every respect.
Will not lift out and accepts
any type of finish. May be
leveled using traditional hot knife methods or by using
Wool Lube™, sandpaper and a rubbing block. May be used
on virtually any type of surface including marble. When
used on marble, the surface should be preheated to assist
adhesion. 7” length.

B320-302 - Assortment - 7” length

Fruitwood, Maple, Light Brown Walnut, Extra Dark 		
Walnut, Medium Brown Walnut, Dark/American Walnut

B320-303 - Assortment - 7” length

Cherry, Dark Cherry, Dark Mahogany, Medium 		
Mahogany, Red Mahogany, Golden Oak

See Burn-In Balm™ on page 14.

Jet Spray™ Burn In Sealer

Burn In Sealer may be sprayed over a Burn In
Stick repair to eliminate an unwanted gloss
sheen or "halo" prior to topcoating with a clear
lacquer finish. Net Wt. 13 oz.
B101-0867

Electric Oven

Effectively heats the manual Burn-In
knives. Unit includes pilot light. Heats
in minutes and maintains constant
heat 700-800ºF. Accessible from both
ends. All units are equipped with 3-wire grounded
circuits with 15 amp, 125 volt plug. All metal
construction.
B900-2500
www.HBehlen.com
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WOOD CARE & REPAIR
Felt Block

BURN IN ITEMS
Manual Burn-in Knives

To be used with an electric oven
Super stainless steel curved rigid blade with a rosewood
handle. Generally used for carvings and concave
surfaces. Blade is 3-1/4" long.
B900-2592 - Curved
Angled knife is the "work horse" used for most repairs
on flat surfaces. Thick blade holds heat for an extended
period of time.
B900-5000 - Angled
Flared angle knife can be used on flat surfaces but is most
effective at carving out the grain texture.
B900-7500 - Flat

Electric Burn-In Knife

Heat Control Unit

Use with the electric burn-in knife
to regulate the heat of the blade so
as not to scorch or burn the surface
surrounding the repair. It also works
with the electric oven. Eliminates
the worry of an overheated knife.
B900-0800

Burn-In Balm™

Heat resistant paste used to prevent
damage to the surrounding finish while
performing a burn-in repair. Also prevents
unwanted spread of excess Burn-In Stick.
B700-1203
4 oz.
			

Cork Block

B902-1000

Wool-Lube

Helps level burn-in sticks
Use Wool Lube, W/D Sandpaper and a felt
block to level excess Burn-In Sticks. Will not
harm the existing finish. Use for general wet
sanding of a finish with W/D Sandpapr. Also,
used to shape epoxy putty stick before curing
on a finished surface.
B730-1365

Pint 		

COLOR RESTORATION

Designed for melting burn-in sticks
This famous knife has set the
standard for dependability
in production throughout
the industry. It features
rugged construction and long element life. The high
temperature element core assures top performance in
the field or shop. It features an easy to grip wooden
handle, with a 3-conductor style extra flexible 6 foot
neoprene power cord. UL listed, 20 watts, wt. 8 oz.
B900-EK24FC Knife w/Flat Blade
B900-B24F
Flat Angle Blade
B900-B24C
Curved Blade

May be used with rubbing compounds
to smooth or adjust the sheen of a
cured finish. Standard 2”x4”x1”.

2 Minute Repair Liquid

2 Minute Repair Liquid is a special formula,
clear, quick drying, brush-on, touch-up repair
finish. It may be used to create a permanent
stain repair by mixing with H. Behlen Furniture
Powder, or create a quick drying graining
liquid by reducing with H. Behlen Qualalacq™
Reducer.
B611-0075

Pint

Touch Up Marker

Behlen Master Furniture Touch Up Markers
are as easy as writing. As it permanently
stains wood, it refinishes worn out spots and
scratches on furniture, wall paneling, leather,
vinyl, picture and mirror frames. Dries
instantly! Individual colors are shipped on a
hanging blister card.
B267-001B	
B267-003B	
B267-004B	
B267-005B	
B267-006B	
B267-007B	
B267-008B	
B267-009B	
B267-011B	
B267-013B	
B267-014B	
B267-873B	
B267-1200

Mahogany
Light Brown Walnut
Extra Dark Walnut
Fruitwood
Cherry
Golden Oak
Black
Maple
Medium Brown Walnut
Natural
Van Dyke Brown
Red Mahogany
Assortment

Used in conjunction with Wool Lube
and W/D sandpaper to remove and
level excess Burn-In Stick.
Standard 2”x4”x1”.
B902-2000
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WOOD CARE & REPAIR
Sable Touch Up Brush

COLOR RESTORATION
Furniture Powders

Furniture Powders are finely ground pigments
formulated with extreme care to achieve
quick and permanent spot repairs. These
powders may be applied by padding with a
cloth wetted with Qualasole™ or French Lac.
Alternately, they may be applied using a brush wetted
with 2 Minute Touch Up Liquid or Wipe On Water Base
Urethane. 1 oz. (volume fill).
B370-001
B370-003
B370-004
B370-006
B370-007
B370-008
B370-306
B370-312
B370-320
B370-331
B370-352
B370-353
B370-817
B370-818
B370-825
B370-853
B370-878
B370-892

Mahogany
Light Walnut
Extra Dark Walnut
Cherry
White
Black
Ultramarine Blue		
Dark Green
Venetian Red		
Medium Yellow
Burnt Sienna
Raw Sienna
Raw Umber
Burnt Umber
Champagne
Medium Brown Walnut
Van Dyke Brown
Maple

French Lac

French Lac is a light amber French padding
finish, suitable for use on the lightest of
finishes. French Lac is offered in a ready
to use formula (needs no additional oils or
reducers) that has been job tested for years
by professional repair persons, to develop a
complete surface or spot repair finish.
B611-0065
B611-0066

Sable Graining Brush

Great for adding fine grain
lines to spot repairs with
our Furniture Powders.
#4
#6

www.HBehlen.com

B901-3492
B901-3494
B901-3496

#2
#4
#6

1/2" Bristle Length
11/16" Bristle Length
7/8" Bristle Length

Oxhair Signwriter Brush
General purpose brush;
uses include recoloring
worn edges and blending
spot repairs, especially large repairs.
B901-7502

1/4” Bristle Width

Spot 5600 Brush

This brush is used for
applying glue or paste to
small areas. The round
open seam polished handle is 4 5/8" long. The stock
is black Chinese hog bristles. The setting is machine
pressed.
B901-5600

1/2" Width; 3/4" Bristle Length

GRAIN RESTORATION
Graining Pen

A fine point, stain and
finish marker. Used to
replace grain in scratches, fills, or burn-in repairs.
B272-001
B272-003
B272-004
B272-005

Oak
Medium Brown
Dark Brown
Black

Distressing Pencil

Use Distressing Pencils
to simulate grain, "worm
holes", fly specks, etc.
Distressing Pencils must be topcoated to insure
wearability.

Pint
Quart

BRUSHES

B901-1274
B901-1276

Great for blending spot
touch-up backgrounds with
our Furniture Powders.

B271-005

Black

7/8" Bristle Length
1" Bristle Length

866-785-7781
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AEROSOL TONERS
Jet Spray™ Lacquer Toners

Jet Spray™ Toners are formulated to blend
spot repairs to the surrounding surface.
These toners are produced from pigments
dissolved into nitrocellulose lacquer. They
are essential for repairs on pieces that
were toned with a pigmented toner by the
manufacturer. They are very resistant to
color fade from UV exposure. They may also
be used as the toning agent when finishing
small projects. Net Wt. 13 oz.
B101-0809
B101-0813
B101-0815
B101-0817
B101-0818
B101-0822
B101-0829
B101-0831
B101-0832
B101-0850
B101-0853
B101-0858
B101-0873
B101-0878
B101-0892
B101-F826
B101-G804
B101-G826
B101-L854
B101-S826

Dark American Walnut
Natural
Golden Oak
Raw Umber
Burnt Umber
Medium Oak
Medium Mahogany
Dark Mahogany
Brown Mahogany
Extra Dark Walnut
Medium Brown Walnut
Cherry
Red Mahogany
Van Dyke Brown
Maple
Flat Black
White Gloss
Black Gloss
Fruitwood
Black Satin

Master Toner

Behlen Master Toner is a unique combination
of nitrocellulose lacquer and fade resistant
dyes that are used for shading or blending
spot repairs. Master Toner will shade the
wood without loss of clarity. Master Toner can
also be used prior to applying a topcoat to
allow for uniform wood stain clarity.
Net Wt. 13 oz.
B103-509
B103-510
B103-512
B103-513
B103-515
B103-518
B103-528
B103-529

Dark Walnut
Pine Tavern
Van Dyke Walnut
Natural
Golden Oak
Walnut
Dark Red Walnut
Mahogany

TOPCOAT RESTORATION
Wipe On Water Base Urethane

This versatile product is outstanding for
rejuvenating a scratched or worn finish. It is
also the fastest and safest product to use for
topcoating and/or coloring spot touch-ups. H.
Behlen Wipe On Water Base Urethane is a low
odor, low VOC, non-flammable, quick drying,
water clear, alcohol and water resistant finish.
For touch-ups it can be used similarly to a
padding finish. Pint.
B610-0015

∞
Satin
∞ Discontinued, available while supplies last

Pre-Cat Lacquer

Features excellent flow out for touch-up
use. The dry film is very durable and adheres
where other finishes will not. The product
has been tested and approved for furniture
factory touch-up on catalyzed finishes. The
sealer has excellent hold out properties.
Net Wt. 13 oz.
B103-020
B103-021
B103-023

Gloss
Satin
Sealer

Water Clear Acrylic

As the name states, this aerosol produces
a crystal clear, non-yellowing finish. When
a clear finish is needed over whites or light
colors, Water Clear Acrylic is the answer.
Water Clear Acrylic can be sprayed on almost
any surface (wood or metals). Water Clear
Acrylic aerosols are compatible with Behlen
touch-up products. Net Wt. 13 oz.
B103-016
B103-017

Gloss
Satin

AEROSOLS for finish repair
Jet Spray™ Clear Lacquer

Jet Spray™ Lacquers are specially formulated
to enable the experienced as well as the
novice to do a professional touch-up. The
secret lies in the flow-out properties of
Jet Spray™ Lacquers. Spot repairs melt in
virtually unseen and unfelt. Scuffed areas
can be revived with an application of clear
lacquer in the desired sheen. This product is
economical, easily applied, and dries quickly.
The finish is alcohol resistant. Net Wt. 13 oz.

B101-0800 Clear Gloss	B101-0801 Clear Satin
B101-0802 Clear Flat	B101-0883 Clear Dead 		
			
Flat
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any colorants or flatting agents inside the can so that
when you spray the can it will be what you expect it to
be.
4. After use, always turn the can upside down and press
the spray button until only propellant is coming out of
the can. This will mean that you have cleared the tube
and nozzle so the can will be ready to spray the next
time that you need it. Failure to do this could result in
the tube or nozzle clogging, which will prevent the can
from spraying.

AEROSOLS for finish repair
Jet Spray™ Sanding Sealer

One of the most versatile products used
in furniture touch-up. It fills in and levels
surface scratches. It smoothes rough burn-in
repair areas and french padded repairs. It is
fast drying, offers easy sanding, and features
good hold out properties for rapid build up. It
can even seal in stains prior to final topcoat
of finish for faster build up. Net Wt. 13 oz.

Jet Spray™ Lacquer Toners, Master Toner and Guitar
Toner Aerosols

• Toners are used to shade color onto areas that have
already been finished but are off color slightly or need
additional accent color like sunburst on a guitar. Door or
drawer edges are common areas that toners are used on.
• Toners are applied in multiple, light even coats. Avoid
adding too much color too quickly by spraying on in
heavy coats.
• If the sheen is okay with the toner color, then it is not
necessary to apply an aerosol topcoat over it unless; a)
you prefer a different or more durable final finish such
as a Pre-Cat, or b) you need to adjust the sheen either
higher or lower.

B101-0803

Jet Spray™ Blush Eraser™

If you work in a humid, damp, or cold
climate you need Behlen Jet Spray™ Blush
Eraser™. Humid or cold weather can cause a
finish to turn white or "blush". Behlen’s Blush
Eraser™ re-flows the lacquer and allows
the trapped moisture to escape without
changing the existing sheen or shade of
color. Eliminates the need to sand off or
chemically strip the damaged finish.
Net Wt. 13 oz.

H. Behlen Sanding Sealers

• Sanding sealers such as Top Coat Sealer and Jet Spray™
Sealer are used to provide a smooth and level surface for
the final finish. Jet Spray™ Sanding Sealer is commonly
used under nitrocellulose or acrylic lacquer topcoats.
These nitrocellulose sealers are typically lower solids,
which build slower than Vinyl Sealer and Pre-Catalyzed
Sealer. Most have sanding agents that powder when
sanded. This is a very common sealer to use on furniture.
• The Vinyl Sealer aerosol and Pre-Catalyzed Sealer are
commonly used for cabinetry or other areas that will be
topcoated with a pre-catalyzed finish or the Stringed
Instrument Lacquer. These sealers offer higher build,
increased moisture resistance, and are designed for
higher traffic areas.
• All sealers may be applied in light even coats. Usually,
at least 2 coats of sealer are applied. Each coat should
be sanded with at least 280 grit abrasive, and topcoated
with a final finish product.
• No sealer is designed to be the final finish because they
are typically softer than topcoat finishes.

B101-0871

Ultra-Flo Ultra® Bond Clear

Ultra-Flo Ultra® Bond Clear topcoat is
specially formulated to adhere to and flow
out over hard to coat surfaces such as UV
finishes, 2 component polyurethanes,
polyesters, etc. Ultra-Flo Ultra® Bond Clear
topcoat has a unique blend of resins and
solvents that provide superior adhesion and
flow. Net Wt. 13 oz. 				
					
		
SHEEN
B102-0550
Gloss
80
B102-0552
Satin
40
B102-0553
Flat
25

AEROSOL Application TIPS
H. Behlen aerosols are convenient, portable tools that
provide professional solutions for touch up and repair
or wood finishing projects. This section is designed to
provide end users with common tips that are specific to
our aerosol products.
The H. Behlen Aerosol Golden Rules

1. 	Always use in a well ventilated area that for best results
is at least 70 degrees.
2. Never apply near an open flame because aerosols are
flammable.
3. Before using any H. Behlen Aerosol always shake the can
vigorously up and down until the agitator balls inside are
loose. Once the agitator balls are loose, swirl the can in
a circular motion for 1 minute. This will thoroughly mix

www.HBehlen.com

H. Behlen Clear Topcoat Finishes

• Topcoat finishes include nitrocellulose, acrylic and precatalyzed choices that are available in different sheens,
typically Gloss and Satin.
• Nitrocellulose finishes include Jet Spray™ Clear Lacquers,
Water Clear Acrylic, Lacquer for Brass, Stringed
Instrument Lacquer, Top Coat Lacquer and Smooth Coat
Lacquer, which are typically used on furniture and other
indoor wooden surfaces.
• Pre-Cat Lacquer is typically used on cabinetry and
other high traffic areas where moisture resistance and
durability are a concern because they cross link after
application and become harder and more durable than
nitrocellulose lacquers.

866-785-7781
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AEROSOL Application TIPS

WOOD SWELLER

H. Behlen Clear Topcoat Finishes - Continued

• When top coating a spot repair, apply the lacquer in light
coats, fully depressing the spray head.
• When coating a complete section, such as an end table
top or the entire side of a table, apply topcoat finishes
in light even coats. To assure a smooth finish, we
recommend that you apply the product by starting at
the edge nearest you and spraying in overlapping lines
(parallel to the edge) working toward the edge farthest
away from you. Usually 2-3 coats are used.

H. Behlen Specialty Aerosols

• Jet Spray™ Blush Eraser is used to eliminate blushing
(white, milky appearance of finish if applied in a humid
environment), overspray (dry spray from the last coat
that did not melt into the surrounding area leaving the
surface feeling gritty) or to melt or re-flow a finish with
light scratches that can be seen but not felt. Jet Spray™
Blush Eraser is applied by misting it onto the surface
very lightly. If sprayed too heavily, it will run or cause
the finish to stay wet for longer than you prefer. This
product can be used with any sheen.
• Stains, Glazes may be applied as heavily as needed,
followed by removing the excess and wiping or brushing
to color. Stains and glazes are particularly prone to
clogging the pick-up tubes and nozzles if the aerosols are
not cleaned properly after use.
• Polishes are applied by misting onto the surface or onto
a clean cloth, applied to the entire surface, and then
buffed to the final luster.

ADHESIVES
5 Minute Epoxy Glue

This glue is equally valuable on service
calls and in the shop. It retains all of the
physical strengths of epoxy adhesives
while offering the added advantage of
quick setting even in thin films at low
temperatures. It will bond wood, and nearly all other
types of materials including concrete. It achieves its
terrific strength as a result of a chemical reaction when
mixed with the Hardening agent. Non shrinking.
B745-2008

8 oz.

Ground Hide Glue

Ground Hide Glue is a finely ground
powder that is mixed approximately 50/50
with hot water, and kept warm during use.
Although this glue has a quick grab, it still
allows you to reposition the piece for an
extended period prior to setting. Ground
Hide Glue is used extensively in wood veneering and the
cabinet making industry.
B940-00255
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Swel-Lock™

Actually swells wood for tightening loose chair
rungs and mortise joints. It is not a glue or an
adhesive.
B745-4000

4 oz.

LUBRICANT
Slideez™

Lubricates wood, metal, or plastic. Due to
it's semi-paste consistency, the lubrication
lasts much longer than other forms of
lubricants. Drawers, windows, and doors
work easier with an application of Slideez™.
It prevents binding of all moving parts. It's also good for
starting screws. It is an excellent rust preventative for
tools used in gardens and metal objects in storage. This
product will not stain or cake and is non-flammable. It
contains NO silicons.
B750-1203

2 oz.

FINISH REPAIR KITS
Burn-In Kit

The Behlen Burn-In Kit is a
great way to get started with
the tools and supplies uniquely
designed for applying burn-in
materials to damaged wood.
Or, if you’ve been doing
burn-ins for years, it’s a great
way to get fresh equipment, all in this clear, reusable
clamshell package. Burn-ins have long been the industry
standard for making professional repairs on defects and
damages in wood. If you’ve never done a burn-in, don’t
be intimidated. We’ve lowered the learning curve by
including step-by-step pictorial instructions in this kit.
Plus, the instructions include an address for a training
movie on YouTube where you can watch the expert as he
goes through all the steps.
B881-0018

Kit Contents:
1 - Electric Burn-In Knife
12 - Burn-In Sticks 2” Assorted (B320’s)
Amber, Black, Cherry, Clear, Dark Amber, Dark Cherry, Dark
Mahogany, Extra Dark Walnut, Fruitwood, Light Brown
Walnut, Maple, White
1 - Burn-In Balm™ 2 oz.
1 - Easy-to-follow instructions

16 oz.
www.HBehlen.com

866-785-7781

KITS/TRAINING
FINISH REPAIR KITS
Delivery Kit

While the Behlen Master
Delivery Kit is small enough
to fit in a delivery truck or
the cab of a moving van, it’s
still big enough to handle
most damages caused by transit. The Behlen Master
Delivery Kit is equipped with professional products that
a non-professional or do-it-yourselfer can use to hide
the most commonly occurring accidents. The Behlen
Master Delivery Kit can also be useful in the office or
home. It’s not just for delivery personnel.
B881-0001

Kit Contents:
1 - Delivery Kit Case
1 each - Aerosols Net Wt. 13 oz.
(Clear Gloss, Clear Satin and Sanding Sealer)
1 - Oz® Cream Polish 16 oz.
1Scratch-Off Polish 16 oz.
1Graining Pen
1Cloth
1Steel Wool 4/0
12 - Fill Sticks - Assorted (B230’s)
Light Walnut, Extra Dark Walnut, Cherry, White,
Black, Maple, Dark/American Walnut, Medium Mahogany,
Medium Brown Walnut/Light Mahogany, Golden Oak,
Light Mahogany, Red Mahogany
12 - Touch Up Marker - Assorted (B267’s)
Black, Cherry, Fruitwood, Mahogany, Red Mahogany,
Maple, Natural, Golden Oak, Van Dyke Brown, Extra Dark
Walnut, Light Brown Walnut, Medium Brown Walnut

Guitar Finishing Kit

Experienced and first time
luthiers alike can create a
professional guitar finish
with this kit. No spray
equipment is required.
The kit is built around
4 aerosols: Vinyl Sealer,
Starcast Amber Toner,
Encore Brown Toner, and Stringed Instrument Lacquer.
Vinyl Sealer starts the finish with a strong but flexible
base. The two toners allow you to create a variety
of color combinations by using one or the other or a
combination of the two. For example, Starcast Amber
can be used to give a light golden tone to the wood. The
Encore Brown can then be used to create a dark sunburst
at the edge. Follow that with a heavy application of
Starcast Amber over the deep brown edge and a few
inches in towards the center to create a sunburst with a
striking red glow flaring inward. The Stringed Instrument
Lacquer topcoat is a tough yet flexible finish that resists
cold checking, just like what we sell in quarts and
gallons. After the Stringed Instrument Lacquer dries, use
the compounds we’ve included to rub the finish to a
www.HBehlen.com

Guitar Finishing Kit - Continued
mirror-like, high gloss sheen. Finally, use the Fingerboard
Oil to put the perfect finish on the fretboard. Then
stand back and admire your guitar! The kit comes with
complete instructions.
B881-2000
Kit Contents:
2 - Vinyl Sealer Aerosol Net Wt. 13 oz.
1 - Guitar Toner Lacquer Aerosol Encore Brown Net Wt. 13 oz.
1 - Guitar Toner Lacquer Aerosol Starcast Amber Net Wt. 13 oz.
5 - Stinged Instrument Lacquer Aerosol Net Wt. 13 oz.
1 - Fingerboard Oil 4 oz.
1 - Finish Rub 16 oz.
1 - Deluxing Compound 16 oz.
1 - Wool-Lube 16 oz.
1 - Buffers Polish 16 oz.
4 - Tracecloth
7 - Sandpaper - Assorted sheets
1 - Rubbing Pad
1 - Behlen Wood Finishing and Repair DVD
1 - Instruction Sheet

TRAINING
Wood Finishing & Repair DVD

The Behlen Wood Finishing and Repair
Interactive Training System DVD is
designed to teach you the most up-todate wood finishing and repair techniques
offered in the industry. It will provide you
with instruction in:
• Damage analysis, filling of damages
• Replacing color, grain replacement
• Spot finish application, finish care
• Sheen adjustment, scratch removal
...and much more
B900-0040

Guitar Finishing DVD

This DVD gives very specific
instructions for finishing a guitar with
aerosols. It shows the steps necessary
for a toned finish, a sunburst effect, and
a clear finish using Behlen Vinyl Sealer,
Stringed Instrument Lacquer, Starcast
Amber Guitar Toner, and Encore Brown Guitar Toner
aerosols. Watch as we apply a sunburst to the back and
a clear finish to the front of an acoustic guitar. Learn to
sand and rub the lacquer to create a professional highgloss finish. As an alternative, the DVD could be used
to learn how to apply a professional clear finish over
just about any stain or coloring technique you desire.
Of course, coating the fretboard with Fingerboard Oil is
included as well. You can choose to purchase and view
the DVD and then come back for the necessary products,
or you can get it FREE when purchasing the Guitar
Finishing Kit (B881-2000). The kit includes the products
you’ll need to apply the finish as shown on the DVD.
B900-0050
866-785-7781
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B320-302........................ 13
B320-303........................ 13
B320-815........................ 13
B320-818........................ 13
B320-853........................ 13
B320-873........................ 13
B320-0001....................... 13
B320-0002....................... 13
B320-0003....................... 13
B320-0004....................... 13
B320-0005....................... 13
B320-0006....................... 13
B320-0007....................... 13
B320-0008....................... 13
B320-0009....................... 13
B320-0010....................... 13
B320-0011....................... 13
B320-0012....................... 13
B320-1200....................... 13
B366-0012........................ 4
B366-0022........................ 4
B366-0032........................ 4
B366-0042........................ 4
B366-0072........................ 4
B366-0092........................ 4
B366-0192........................ 4
B366-0222........................ 4
B370-001........................ 15
B370-003........................ 15
B370-004........................ 15
B370-006........................ 15
B370-007........................ 15
B370-008........................ 15
B370-306........................ 15
B370-312........................ 15
B370-320........................ 15
B370-331........................ 15
B370-352........................ 15
B370-353........................ 15
B370-817........................ 15
B370-818........................ 15
B370-825........................ 15
B370-853........................ 15
B370-878........................ 15
B370-892........................ 15
B500-0035........................ 6
B500-0055........................ 6
B500-0065........................ 6
B500-0075........................ 6
B500-0085........................ 6

B500-0095........................ 6
B500-0105........................ 6
B500-0115........................ 6
B500-0125........................ 6
B503-00016....................... 3
B503-00025....................... 3
B503-01A45...................... 2
B503-01A46...................... 2
B503-07A35...................... 2
B503-07A36...................... 2
B503-08A75...................... 2
B503-08A76...................... 2
B503-09A15...................... 2
B503-09A16...................... 2
B503-3A105...................... 3
B503-3A106...................... 3
B503-3A115...................... 3
B503-3A116...................... 3
B503-3A125...................... 3
B503-3A126...................... 3
B503-3A135...................... 3
B503-3A136...................... 3
B503-3A285...................... 3
B503-3A286...................... 3
B503-4A565...................... 3
B503-4A566...................... 3
B503-6505........................ 2
B503-6506........................ 2
B503-6605........................ 2
B503-6606........................ 2
B503-6A205...................... 3
B503-6A206...................... 3
B503-6A235...................... 3
B503-6A236...................... 3
B503-6A265...................... 3
B503-6A266...................... 3
B503-6A285...................... 3
B503-6A286...................... 3
B503-6A305...................... 3
B503-6A306...................... 3
B503-6A405...................... 3
B503-6A406...................... 3
B504-0006........................ 5
B514-8176........................ 5
B514-8186........................ 5
B514-8266........................ 5
B514-8476........................ 5
B514-8486........................ 5
B514-8786........................ 5
B545-08046....................... 3
B545-08076....................... 3
B545-08086....................... 3
B545-08096....................... 3
B545-08156....................... 3
B545-08226....................... 3
B545-08316....................... 3
B545-08326....................... 3
B545-08506....................... 3
B545-08536....................... 3
B545-08586....................... 3
B545-08736....................... 3
B545-8006........................ 4
B550-30013...................... 10
B550-30016...................... 10
B555-0006........................ 4
B555-0007........................ 4
B603-00014....................... 9
B603-00015....................... 9
B603-00016....................... 9
B603-09055....................... 8
B603-22756....................... 9
B603-27346....................... 9
B603-28406....................... 9
B603-28806....................... 9
B604-14355....................... 5
B604-14785....................... 5
B610-0015....................... 16
B610-01006....................... 7
B610-01336....................... 7

B611-00015...................... 10
B611-00016...................... 10
B611-00017...................... 10
B611-00055...................... 11
B611-0065....................... 15
B611-0066....................... 15
B611-0075....................... 14
B611-02006....................... 7
B611-02007....................... 7
B611-06316....................... 7
B611-06317....................... 7
B611-07416....................... 2
B611-07556....................... 6
B611-07557....................... 6
B611-08885...................... 10
B611-100E6....................... 6
B611-100E7....................... 6
B611-1256....................... 10
B611-1257....................... 10
B611-1406........................ 8
B611-1407........................ 8
B611-1706........................ 8
B617-0001........................ 7
B620-2095........................ 3
B620-2295........................ 3
B620-2365........................ 3
B620-2495........................ 3
B620-2735........................ 3
B620-3375........................ 3
B620-4155........................ 3
B620-4765........................ 3
B620-4775........................ 3
B620-02055....................... 3
B620-00015....................... 3
B620-14355....................... 3
B620-14785....................... 3
B640-29406....................... 7
B640-29407....................... 7
B640-29806....................... 7
B640-29807....................... 7
B645-0025........................ 4
B645-1605........................ 4
B645-2075........................ 4
B645-2095........................ 4
B645-2185........................ 4
B645-2275........................ 4
B645-4115........................ 4
B645-4765........................ 4
B645-01435....................... 4
B645-14355....................... 4
B645-14785....................... 4
B645-D4045...................... 4
B650-0056........................ 9
B650-2816........................ 9
B700-10005....................... 2
B700-1203....................... 14
B700-1416....................... 10
B710-0001........................ 9
B720-1402....................... 11
B720-1404....................... 11
B720-15006...................... 11
B730-01115...................... 11
B730-01165...................... 11
B730-1205....................... 11
B730-1365................... 11,14
B730-2005....................... 11
B740-00035...................... 10
B740-00036...................... 10
B740-00037...................... 10
B740-1336....................... 10
B740-28645...................... 11
B740-28646...................... 11
B741-1000........................ 2
B743-1530....................... 12
B743-1550....................... 12
B743-1580....................... 12
B744-0026........................ 2
B744-0036........................ 2
B744-0046........................ 2

B744-0416........................ 2
B744-1156........................ 2
B744-1256........................ 2
B744-2006........................ 2
B745-2008....................... 18
B745-4000....................... 18
B750-1203....................... 18
B800-12415...................... 12
B800-12416...................... 12
B800-12417...................... 12
B800-12435...................... 12
B881-0001....................... 19
B881-0018....................... 18
B881-2000....................... 19
B898-0002....................... 12
B900-0040....................... 19
B900-0050....................... 19
B900-0800....................... 14
B900-1004........................ 3
B900-1005........................ 4
B900-2500....................... 13
B900-2592....................... 14
B900-3215....................... 14
B900-5000....................... 14
B900-7500....................... 14
B900-B24C....................... 14
B900-B24F....................... 14
B900-EK24FC.................... 14
B901-1274....................... 15
B901-1276....................... 15
B901-3492....................... 15
B901-3494....................... 15
B901-3496....................... 15
B901-5600....................... 15
B901-7502....................... 15
B901-40043....................... 5
B901-40045....................... 5
B902-1000....................... 14
B902-2000....................... 14
B902-3010........................ 2
B940-00255...................... 18
B959-0001........................ 6
B997-0105........................ 6
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Guitar Finishing
Kit
B881-2000

Create a professional finish with
Behlen’s Guitar Finishing Kit. Using
the step-by-step instructions
provided, a first time luthier can
apply a professional finish. Includes
the Guitar Finishing DVD, B900-0050
Page 19

Order From:

Z120-2044

